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Hitting new highs 
 

 

By 2030, it is estimated that there will be 1.4 billion urban dwellers and with city space at 

a premium, offices are inevitably going to get taller. Another driver is the prestige of having 

the world’s tallest building with cities constantly trying to outdo one another in the race sky 

words. 

 

Rising city skylines present a challenge however for lift manufacturers as traditional steel 

rope technology has hit its height limit due to the weight of steel cable. Lift maker Kone, 

however, has developed a carbon fibre rope covered in a friction proof coating which 

weighs one -seventh the weight of steel cables. The new rope is being used in The Kingdom 

Tower, in Jeddah, Saudi Arabia which when completed in 2020 will stand a full kilometre 

in height.  

 

Which got us thinking. Equity markets are a bit like tall buildings and lifts with investors 

wondering which one is going to hit a new high, and all with daily ups and downs. Investing 

can be a bit like a journey in a lift, in that we all typically take for granted our safe arrival 

at the required floor. However, sometimes the unfortunate can become stuck in a broken 

lift. The same is true with investment where, investors can sometimes find themselves 

trapped in a poorly performing illiquid investment that is difficult to exit. We accept 

equities, like lifts, can go down as well as up but like an elevator service engineer we are 

constantly checking they run smoothly so that we can get both in and out.  



 

 

What have we been watching? 

 

Talking of daily ups and downs, hedge funds and day traders seem to have re-appeared, 

adding to volatility in the oil sector. The earlier 25% drop in the oil drilling rig count, in 

reaction to falling oil prices, was perhaps a tentative sign of the shifting demand/supply 

balance in the oil market but, it is still very early days. Nonetheless, it triggered a ‘short 

covering rally’ in oil as speculators closed bearish bets. However, BP CEO Bob Dudley 

warned that US output would not drop like a stone while OPEC did not want to give up 

market share to high cost oil if they didn’t have to. He also described the oil market as 

being in a ‘raging gale’ with crude prices likely to stay at sharply lower levels for ‘several 

years’. Higher than forecast US oil stocks saw oil give up some of the rally before the 

Chinese stimulus news and reports of an attack on a Libyan oil field pushed the oil price 

back above $57. If nothing else, this is a reminder that oil can go up as well as down!       

 

  The new, Greek finance minister proposed a possible bond swap arrangement. The 

ECB has the power to limit Greek banks access to its liquidity after the 28th February debt 

deadline. Turning off the liquidity tap has the potential to force Greece out of the Eurozone 

by immediately making its banking sector insolvent and triggering a further run on Greek 

banks. Alternatively, Athens could resort to capital controls. This appears to now be a game 

of chicken with the ECB applying pressure on Greece. The ECB also appears to be playing 

hard ball over a key element of the Greek’s proposed rescue plan involving the issue of 

€10bn of short term treasury bills as ‘bridge financing’. Furthermore, the ECB said that it 

would no longer accept Greek bonds in return for funding. The Greek finance minister met 

the German finance minister.  Mr Schauble said they had ‘agreed to disagree’ while Mr 

Varoufakis said that they did not ‘even agree to disagree’.   

 

As if Europe did not already have enough problems, the Ukraine situation also looks to be 

deteriorating once again. Indeed, the Ukraine currency at one stage fell by over a third 

despite an interest rate hike to 19.5%. German chancellor Angel Merkel and French 

president Francois Hollande held talks with Russian president Vladimir Putin, in an attempt 

to break the Ukraine deadlock as fears grew that the US was moving towards supplying 

weapons to Kiev.  

 

While equity markets initially appeared to welcome the Greek debt swap plan, the mood 

remains cautious. German bond yields are now down to the level of those in Japan. In the 

corporate bond sector, the yield on Nestle’s 4 year euro corporate bonds was minus 

0.008%. Finland issued €1bn of 5 year government bonds at negative interest rates. This 

is, in itself quite remarkable but it is also extremely rare for corporate bond yields to turn 

negative. Is this a sign of extreme risk aversion or the distorting effect of the forthcoming 

implementation of ECB QE?   

 

Not surprisingly many large global companies are taking advantage of these conditions by 

re-financing with new bond issues at these currently, very attractive low rates. We expect 

companies to remain acquisitive given low financing costs, the fact that acquisitions are 

very earnings enhancing relative to the return on cash while US companies may be 

tempted to spend overseas cash given President Obama’s threat to tax these cash 

deposits. Mega deals are back on the agenda judging by BT, Rexam, CRH and Pfizer.      

 



  The UK manufacturing sector remains in good health, recording the twenty third 

month in a row of expansion. UK construction activity also continued to pick up during 

January although skill shortages remain an issue.    

 

  In the USA, the manufacturing sector is still in expansion but January was a little 

softer with new orders at a twelve month low but not surprising given the US dollar 

headwinds. 

The strength of the US Dollar was also reflected in a widening of the US trade deficit in 

December to its highest level since 2012.      

 

  In China, the HSBC services reading dropped to a six month low. As widely expected, 

the PBoC cut banks’ reserve requirement ratio by 50bps in order to stimulate lending. 

However, China is likely to remain in focus after January trade data which showed a sharp 

deceleration in imports of 20%.   

 

Last week in ‘AI rise of the machines’ we highlighted the risk to financial markets from 

technology. It was interesting to learn that the head of the largest Lloyd’s of London insurer 

has warned that cyberattacks now present such a danger to global business that 

governments should step in to cover the risks. 

  

Finally, some weeks ago in ‘Feeling Deflated?’ we highlighted that debt reduction was 

deflationary. It was alarming to read the FT article highlighting a report from McKinsey & 

Co that the world is awash with more debt than before the financial crisis began – a 

staggering $200trillion.  And we all thought the Greek debt pile was scary!      

 
If you wish to discuss any aspect of this newsletter, please do not hesitate to contact us. 
 

Further information about Alpha Portfolio Management, our products and services, please visit www.alpha-

pm.co.uk or email info@alpha-pm.co.uk.  Alternatively, you can call us on 0117 203 3460. 
 
This publication is for informational purposes only and should not be relied upon. The opinions expressed here represent analysis by 

an Alpha Portfolio Management representative at the time of preparation and should not be interpreted as investment advice.  

 

You should seek professional advice before making any investment decisions. The past is not necessarily a guide to future performance. 

The value of shares and the income from them can fall as well as rise and investors may get back less than they originally invested. Any 

tax reliefs referred to are those currently applying. Tax assumptions may change if the law changes and the value of tax relief will depend 

upon individual circumstances. All estimates and prospective figures quoted in this publication are forecast and are not guaranteed. 

Alpha, its associate companies and/or their clients, directors and employees may own or have a position in the securities mentioned 

herein and may add to or dispose of any such securities. The sender does not accept legal responsibility for any errors or omissions, in 

the context of this message, which arise as a result of internet transmission or as a result of changes made to this document after it 

was sent.  

 

Alpha Portfolio Management is a trading name of R C Brown Investment Management PLC who is authorised and regulated by the FCA.  

Registered Office: 1 The Square, Temple Quay, Bristol, BS1 6DG. Registered in England No. 2489639 
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